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The Shannon based conditional entropy that underlies ﬁve-dimensional Einstein–Hilbert gravity coupled 
to a dilaton ﬁeld is investigated in the context of dynamical holographic AdS/QCD models. Considering 
the UV and IR dominance limits of such AdS/QCD models, the conditional entropy is shown to shed some 
light onto the meson classiﬁcation schemes, which corroborate with the existence of light-ﬂavor mesons 
of lower spins in Nature. Our analysis is supported by a correspondence between statistical mechanics 
and information entropy which establishes the physical grounds to the Shannon information entropy, 
also in the context of statistical mechanics, and provides some speciﬁcities for accurately extending 
the entropic discussion to continuous modes of physical systems. From entropic informational grounds, 
the conditional entropy allows one to identify the lower experimental/phenomenological occurrence of 
higher spin mesons in Nature. Moreover, it introduces a quantitative theoretical apparatus for studying 
the instability of high spin light-ﬂavor mesons.
© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license 
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence, relating weakly coupled SUGRA 
in anti-de Sitter space (AdS5) to the N = 4 super Yang–Mills the-
ory in the boundary, plays a prominent role in the strong cou-
pling regime [1,2]. In fact, strongly coupled gauge theories can be 
described by higher-dimensional theories of gravity. In the low 
energy and non-perturbative regime of QCD, usually named as 
AdS/QCD [3], a weakly coupled AdS5 background – dual to con-
formal symmetry of the 4D ﬁeld theory – is assumed. Indeed, the 
asymptotic freedom makes QCD to be approximately conformal at 
high energies. Thereafter, bulk ﬁelds, which are dual to QCD opera-
tors through the AdS/CFT correspondence, are included into the 5D 
framework. AdS/QCD has a reasonable agreement with experimen-
tal results for both ratios of meson masses and structure constants, 
whenever the bulk setup regards fundamental features of low en-
ergy QCD [4–6].
Gauge/gravity duality has been applied to study aspects of QCD, 
as to compare the existing predictions to QCD data [7] and to 
study theories that are also based on those data [8,9]. In this con-
text, the ultraviolet (UV) and infrared (IR) limits in AdS/QCD can 
be relevant. In particular, the UV limit reproduces the scaling be-
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SCOAP3.havior of QCD scattering amplitudes, whereas the IR regime in the 
extra dimension, at the QCD scale provided by QCD, is able to 
carry out the discrete hadron spectra as well as the mass gap. The 
so-called hard-wall QCD predicts squared masses of particles that 
are quadratic functions of principal and spin quantum numbers 
[10–12]. Nevertheless, it does not comply with the linear Regge 
behavior of the mass mesonic spectra [13], that can be derived 
by considering an AdS5 bulk geometry through the addition of an 
IR suppressed bulk scalar ﬁeld [14,15] – the dilaton background – 
that depends on the extra dimension, that behaves as an energy 
scale, and that realizes conformal symmetry breaking, accordingly 
[4]. The boundary vacuum properties, as for instance the existence 
of condensates and quark conﬁnement, are dynamically comprised 
by solutions of the Einstein ﬁeld equations coupled to a dilaton 
ﬁeld, without the need of any additional background ﬁeld. This is 
the underlying setup of soft-wall models, that indeed generate lin-
ear Regge trajectories [4,16–20], whose phenomenology was also 
explored in Ref. [21].
In this context, once proposed to realize chiral symmetry break-
ing in the vacuum and asymptotic chiral symmetry restoration in 
high excitation states, holographic QCD models have been success-
ful in describing Regge trajectories for vector and axial-vector me-
son ﬁelds. In a type II superstring theory with the spectra of vector 
and axial-vector mesons, the dependence of the Regge trajectories 
parameters on the metric parameters in correspondence to a real-
istic holographic QCD model has been identiﬁed [22]. Otherwise, 
even being relevant in providing an explanation for spontaneously le under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). Funded by 
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[23], fails to generate the linear Regge behavior. Still more prag-
matic, the so-called bottom-up approach has been relevant in gen-
erating the linear Regge behavior for meson and baryon spectra [4,
19,20,24,25].
In AdS/QCD models, a conformal bulk metric has conformal 
symmetry that can be broken, thus corresponding to a dual confor-
mal ﬁeld theory. Moreover, the AdS/QCD correspondence is intro-
duced when a cut-off, or hard wall, is considered at some point 
in the bulk. Hence, the gravity branch of the theory is deﬁned 
only from this cut-off, ensuring conﬁnement, since, in fact, the 
scale cut-off corresponds to a mass gap. Conﬁnement is imple-
mented either through a hard cutoff in the extra dimension, or by 
a dynamical cutoff, such as a nontrivial dilaton background [8]. It 
consists into the soft wall model that accurately derives the linear 
spectrum, in both radial and spin directions [4].
These models shall be here explored, in the context of the 
lattice approach of the Shannon information entropy, realized by 
the conditional entropy [26,27]. Moreover, the correct continuum 
limit of the information entropy shall be derived, in agreement 
with a ground correspondence between statistical mechanics and 
information theory, also identiﬁed along recently considered ad 
hoc approaches [28,29]. Within this framework, the formation of 
light-ﬂavour mesons in AdS/QCD soft wall models, in a procedure 
relating their spins to their respective conditional entropy, can be 
scrutinized.
The concept of informational entropy regards the unpredictabil-
ity of information in a system and has been applied to compact 
systems [26,27]. The lattice approach of Shannon information en-
tropy measures the shape complexity of spatially localized physical 
conﬁgurations, providing an informational measure of the com-
plexity of a system that has spatial proﬁle, in terms of its fre-
quency (through its Fourier transform) [26,27,30]. The lower the 
information entropy, the less information encoded in the frequency 
modes, is required to represent the shape. The lattice approach of 
Shannon information entropy has been successfully applied in sev-
eral contexts, encompassing non-equilibrium dynamics [26], sta-
bility bounds for compact objects [27,31] and cosmology [30]. The 
conditional entropy encrypts an extension of the Shannon entropy 
to a continuum limit of the system modes of spatially-localized 
density functions, based upon their Fourier transforms, that can 
provide, for example, reliable bounds on the stability of physical 
systems.
It shall be shown that the statistical mechanics content [26,27]
of the modal fraction is the normalized structure factor, up to a 
constant. It provides a robust physical basis for what one knows 
as conﬁgurational entropy, establishing its limitations in the con-
tinuum limit, which is provided by the solid grounds of statistical 
mechanics. The conditional entropy satisﬁes all the required prop-
erties of entropy and will be here employed in the soft wall model 
of AdS/QCD to demonstrate that the lower the spin, the higher the 
informational organization is, in the conﬁguration structure of light 
ﬂavour mesonic systems.
This work is organised as follows: in Sect. 2, the statistical 
mechanics grounds that underlie the information entropy are pro-
vided, and the range of their applications in the continuum limit 
of system frequency modes is discussed. The well-known collec-
tive coordinates and the structure factor in statistical mechanics, 
associated to the energy density of the system, shall be shown 
to be the main ingredients to establish the relationship between 
the conditional entropy with the thermodynamical entropy. The 
well-known modal fraction, in the information entropy setup, is es-
tablished as the normalized structure factor, constructed upon the 
collective coordinates in statistical mechanics, and associated to 
the energy density of the system, as the seminal constituent that endows the conditional entropy with thermodynamical grounds. 
In order to classify excited light-ﬂavour mesons in the context of 
the information entropy, in Sect. 3, the framework for dynamical 
AdS/QCD holographic models is introduced, deriving the collective 
coordinates and the structure factors for arbitrary meson spins. 
Hence the information entropy of the system is analysed by means 
of the conditional entropy. From the point of view of the con-
ditional entropy, light-ﬂavour mesons with lower spins are then 
shown to be more stable than higher spin mesonic states. The 
Sakai–Sugimoto model is further employed and compared with the 
our previous results. Conclusively, the conditional entropy is shown 
to point towards the more frequent occurrence of lower spin light-
ﬂavour mesons in Nature. Our ﬁnal conclusions are drawn in 
Sect. 4, also analysing the higher spin mesons contributions, due 
to large Nc suppression, in the conditional entropy setup.
2. Conditional entropy and Shannon information entropy: 
statistical mechanics grounds
The entropic information is realized by the conditional en-
tropy, for spatially-localized solutions in ﬁeld theories [26]. It has 
been latterly propounded as a precise paradigm based upon the 
Shannon information entropy. The so-called conﬁgurational en-
tropy (CE) has a prominent importance in the lattice approach, 
containing ﬁnite frequency modes, and it has been applied with 
success in a variety of problems [26,27,30]. The entropic informa-
tion paradigm realized by the CE shall be here applied to study 
the entropic information content and the stability of light-ﬂavor
mesonic ﬁeld conﬁgurations, within the AdS/QCD framework that 
shall be established in Sect. 3. The entropic information measure 
is useful for quantifying the informational and organizational con-
tent encoded by the energy density of physical solutions [26]. In 
this context, besides the least action principle, physical systems 
do not only minimize the corresponding action, being the entropic 
information also optimized. Hence, entropic-informationally stable 
physical systems always have an optimized conﬁgurational orga-
nization, accordingly [26]. States of higher CE either demand more 
energy to be produced, or are more rarely observed than their con-
ﬁgurationally stable counterparts, or both.
The CE is based upon the Shannon information paradigm [26], 
being originally deﬁned, for a discrete system consisting of n
modes, by Sc = −∑nk=1 fk ln( fk), where fn denotes some probabil-
ity density function that describes the studied system. Historically, 
Sc is called the information entropy [32]. The CE, indeed, encrypts 
a well-established setup, wherein the entropy is deﬁned as (minus) 
the sum 
∑n
k=1 fk logb( fk), and encompasses additional entropy for-
mulations, namely the Nat entropy and the Hartley entropy, re-
spectively for b = e and b = 10, besides the Shannon entropy for 
b = 2.
Such deﬁnition is compatible with the interpretation that CE 
deﬁnes the best lossless compression of any exchange of infor-
mation, namely, any communication inside, or even out of, the 
system. The higher the CE, the higher the unpredictability of infor-
mation content in the system is. Hence, the CE carries the entropic 
information in physical system conﬁgurations, and can be used, 
further, to bound any physical parameter in the system, as well 
as to corroborate with experimental, phenomenological or obser-
vational data. It is worth to mention that if the system conveys n
modes with equal weights, then the relation fk = 1/n holds for the 
relative probability mass functions. Entropy is maximum when the 
symbols have equal probabilities. Hence, the discrete CE presents a 
maximum value at Sc = lnn. On the other hand, when the system 
presents a single mode, then Sc = 0, as it is expected [26].
The expression for Sc indicates the system non-determination 
degree, from an informational viewpoint, and is analogous to the 
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order degree in a physical system. Moreover, Kolmogorov estab-
lished the relationship between the conditional entropy with the 
thermodynamical entropy in physics [33]. This setup provides a 
reliable measure of bounds on the stability and on the entropic 
information content of physical systems. In fact, since the con-
tinuum limit of Shannon entropy lacks some required properties 
that underlie any useful deﬁnition of entropy, the links between 
the conditional entropy and its statistical mechanics grounds must 
be clariﬁed. The lattice approach of Shannon information entropy 
is an entropy of shape, namely, an informational measure of the 
complexity of a system that has spatial proﬁle, in terms of its 
frequency [26,27,30]. The lower the information entropy, the less 
information, encoded in the frequency modes, is required to rep-
resent the shape [26,27]. The continuum limit of the information 
entropy has been taken as an ad hoc continuum limit [28,29], how-
ever this limit is deﬁned as being the differential entropy, that 
lacks fundamental properties [32–34]. For example, the conﬁgu-
rational entropy – or differential entropy – is not a limit of the 
Shannon entropy for the number n → ∞ of modes, since it differs 
from the limit of the Shannon entropy. The complementary part is 
what is called information dimension, describing the growth rate 
of the Shannon entropy in successively ﬁner discretizations of the 
space. Hence, care should be taken when applying the differential 
entropy to physical systems. In order to circumvent those limita-
tions regarding the continuum limit, the lattice approach of the 
conditional entropy can be considered, as it has been successfully 
applied in Refs. [26,27,30].
A close relationship between the information entropy and sta-
tistical thermodynamics can be derived. The most general formula 
for the thermodynamic entropy of a thermodynamic system is the 
Gibbs entropy, S = −kB ∑i pi ln pi where kB is the Boltzmann con-
stant, and pi denotes the probability of a microstate. The von Neu-
mann entropy is also deﬁned, S = −kB Tr(ρ lnρ) , where ρ is the 
density matrix associated to the quantum mechanical system. It 
is worth to point out that, in thermodynamics, the entropy takes 
into account macroscopic measurements, that play the role (but 
is not) of a probability distribution, which deﬁnes the information 
entropy. Nevertheless, thermodynamics can be linked to informa-
tion theory by the Boltzmann equation, S = kB ln(W ), where W
is the number of microstates that can yield the given macrostate. 
The probability of a given microstate is assumed to be pi = 1/W , 
namely, all microstates are equally likely. Hence, the information 
entropy of a system is a measure of lacking information that is 
necessary to determine a microstate. In this way, thermodynamic 
entropy in statistical mechanics is, thus, proportional1 to the quan-
tity of Shannon information that is requisite to deﬁne the micro-
scopic state of a given system, that stays uncommunicated by a 
description only in terms of the macroscopic variables of classi-
cal thermodynamics [34]. A robust formal setup, with possibilities 
involving entanglement entropy is provided in Ref. [35].
Although the Shannon entropy is strictly restricted to random 
variables that take discrete values, its continuum limit can be re-
garded, by considering a continuous random variable with prob-
ability density function. The conditional entropy is an extension 
of the Shannon discrete entropy. Nevertheless, a subtlety must be 
considered, since the continuum limit have some limitations in 
what concern that properties of entropy. The Fourier transform of 
the energy density,2
1 The constant of proportionality is the Boltzmann constant.
2 The following deﬁnition is quite general and holds for high-dimensions [27]. 
However, one opportunely adopts the spatial coordinate z, in particular, to denote 
the bulk coordinate, that shall be used further in AdS/QCD models.(ω) = 1√
2π
∫
eiωzρ(z)dz, (1)
is employed for constructing the analogue continuum limit of the 
collective coordinates in statistical mechanics, that are deﬁned by 
ρ(z) ∼ ∑ e−iωnz(ωn), namely, the discretized version of Eq. (1)
for periodic functions. Here n here denotes the number of modes 
in the physical system. The choice of the energy density is indeed 
suitable for deﬁning the conditional entropy, since it is spatially 
localized and encodes the physics of the model. In statistical me-
chanics, the energy density, in the space of frequencies, has modes 
ωn that compose the system, being the normalized Fourier trans-
form of the energy density operator. Hence, the normalized struc-
ture factor is constructed upon the collective coordinates, reading,
f (ωn) = 〈
∣∣(ωn)∣∣2 〉
sn
, (2)
where
sn ∼
n∑
j=1
〈 ∣∣(ωn)∣∣2〉 . (3)
The structure factor measures the relative weight carried by each 
mode ω, driving the physical system. The structure factor is here 
deﬁned, regarding the ﬁnite amount of modes in that context of 
statistical mechanics. In the limit when n → ∞, and taking into 
account Eq. (1), the correlation reads
s = lim
n→∞ sn =
∞∫
−∞
〈 ∣∣(ω)∣∣2〉dω , (4)
and Eq. (5) yields
f (ω) = lim
n→∞ f (ωn) =
〈 ∣∣(ω)∣∣2〉
s
. (5)
Besides the Shannon’s information theory, the continuum col-
lective coordinate (ω) in Eq. (1) is an well-grounded in statistical 
mechanics. In fact, it is the Fourier transform of the density opera-
tor ρ(z). In a homogeneous ﬂuid, the average collective coordinate 
is trivial. However, even in a homogeneous system, the correla-
tion of f (ω) is not trivial. The structure factor can be extended 
to the continuum limit, being deﬁned as this correlation. Although 
the averaged density is constant in any homogeneous ﬂuid, the 
energy density operator ﬂuctuates from conﬁguration to conﬁgu-
ration. Hence, the structure factor in Eq. (4) is a measure of the 
ﬂuctuations in the energy density. In fact, the structure factor is 
the Fourier transform of ρ(z, z′) ≡ 〈ρ(z)ρ(z′)〉, thus quantitatively 
measuring density ﬂuctuations. Moreover, it is a measure of the 
tendency of the system towards homogenization.
Hence, what is known in the literature as the modal fraction 
[26,27] is known in statistical mechanics as being the normalized 
structure factor ratio, up to a constant. The continuum limit of the 
information entropy has been taken as an ad hoc continuum limit 
[28,29], however this limit is deﬁned as being the differential en-
tropy, that lacks some required properties to have analogy with 
statistical mechanics. For example, the conﬁgurational entropy – 
or differential entropy – is not a limit of the Shannon entropy for 
the number n → ∞ of modes, since it differs from the limit of 
the Shannon entropy. As above mentioned, in order to circumvent 
those limitations, the lattice approach [26,27,30] sets the condi-
tional entropy symbolically deﬁned by
Sc[ f ] ∼ −
∫
f (ω) ln ( f (ω)) dω, (6)
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the generalization of Shannon information entropy, for a number 
n /→∞ of modes [27]. In fact, the complementary part is what is 
called information dimension, describing the growth rate of the 
Shannon entropy in successively ﬁner discretizations of the space. 
Hence, care should be taken when applying the conditional en-
tropy to physical systems.
In the next section, this setup shall be applied to derive the 
relationship between the conditional entropy and the spins of ex-
cited mesons in the AdS/QCD soft wall model. Furthermore, based 
upon the physical foundations of the Shannon entropy presented 
in this section, the measure of the spatial complexity of the order 
parameter based on normalized structure factor ratio decomposi-
tion in Eq. (1) can be employed to identify the critical points of 
the conditional entropy as a measure of stability.
3. Conditional entropy of AdS/QCD models
One starts by introducing the 5D action for the graviton-dilaton 
coupling in the Einstein frame:
S =
∫
d5x
√|g|[− R
4
+ 1
2
gMN∇Mφ∇Nφ − V (φ)
]
, (7)
where 4πG = 1, R denotes the scalar curvature, and the dilaton 
scalar ﬁeld φ depends solely upon the extra dimension. In addition, 
V (φ) is a potential that describes the model, g = det(gMN ), and 
one uses a conformal coordinate system with
gMN = e−2A(z)ηMN , (8)
a conformal metric, where the conformal coordinate is deﬁned by 
z = ∫ y exp (A( y˜))dy˜, where y denotes the extra dimension, e2A
denotes the warp factor, ηMN denotes the usual ﬂat Lorentzian 
metric components, with M, N = 0, 1, 2, 3, 5, and φ = φ(z) gen-
erates a domain wall. The coordinate z is interpreted as the holo-
graphic energy scale of the theory.
The choice for the warp factor
A(z) = ln z + C (z) (9)
is compatible with further requirements for the AdS/QCD model 
[20], where the function C (z) describes non-conformal deforma-
tions of the original AdS5 bulk metric, and the (boundary) condi-
tion C(0) = 0 restricts the bulk to asymptotically AdS5 geometries 
in the UV limit [4,20].
By denoting B ′(z) = dB(z)/dz, for any quantity B depending 
upon the variable z, Einstein equations GMN = TMN can be em-
ployed together with the Euler–Lagrange ones ∇Mφ∇Mφ+ V ′(φ) =
0, yielding
3A′′ − 3A′2 − 1
2
φ′2 − e−2AV (φ) = 0, (10)
6A′2 − 1
2
φ′2 + e−2AV (φ) = 0, (11)
φ′′ − 3A′φ′ − e−2A dV
dφ
= 0. (12)
Hence, together with the effective Einstein equations, the equiva-
lent expression
φ′ =
√
3(A′2 + A′′) (13)
shows, in particular, that a constant dilaton solution requires the 
warp factor to satisfy A′′ = −A′2, what is equivalent to assert that 
the boundary condition C (0) = 0 exact AdS5 is the unique solu-
tion. Moreover, Eqs. (10)–(12) are equivalent todφ(y)
dy
= 1
2
dW (φ)
dφ
and
dA(y)
dy
= 1
3
W (φ),
for a superpotential W (φ) that generates the potential as V (φ) =
1
8
(
dW (φ)
dφ
)2 − 13W 2(φ) [15], when these quantities are written in 
terms of the extra-dimension y. Thus, the energy density ρ reads
ρ ∼ e2AL, (14)
with L = 12 gMN∇Mφ∇Nφ−V (φ), whereas the potential reads [36]
V (φ (z)) = 3
2
e2A(z)
(
A′′ (z) − 3A′2 (z)
)
. (15)
Given a warp factor A(z(y)), Eqs. (13) and (15) immediately lead 
to solutions for the scalar ﬁeld φ and the potential V (φ (z)).
In AdS/QCD models, a dynamical cut-off, implemented by a 
dilaton background, yields conﬁnement and the meson spectra and 
decay constants can be, then, described. In order to study the CE 
and the entropic information content of the meson spectra for dif-
ferent spins in the dynamical AdS/QCD holographic model, suitable 
warp factors are usually chosen, in order to encompass the usual 
IR (z → ∞) and UV (z → 0) regimes of AdS/QCD behavior of the 
metric (8), in a non-compact ﬁfth dimension [1,2]. The following 
warp factor [9,25,36,39]
Ca(z) = za, (16)
is a usual choice to be adopted into Eq. (9), corresponding to an 
asymptotic AdS5 bulk. The range a ≥ 0 [a ≥ 1] is required for the 
(asymptotic) AdS5 metric to govern the UV limit [for linear con-
ﬁnement]. Hence, Eq. (13) yields the following bulk scalar ﬁeld, 
with the matching condition φ(0) = 0 [18–20]:
φa(z) =
√
3
a
[
(1+ a)
× ln
((
aza/2 + √a + a2 + a2za
)
ez
a/2
√
a+a2+a2za
√
a + a2
)]
. (17)
Therefore, this solution makes the bulk scalar ﬁeld to be a solu-
tion of (10)-(12), and is led to a well-known solution [36], for the 
particular case where a = 2. The corresponding dilaton potential 
reads
V (φa (z)) = −3
2
e2z
a
[
4+ 7aza + a2za (3za − 1)] . (18)
The bulk scalar ﬁeld has asymptotes limz→0 φa(z) ∼ za/2 (UV) and 
limz→∞ φa(z) ∼ za (IR). The mesonic excitation spectra, induced by 
the warp factor (16), was derived, e.g. in [18–20]. In addition, lin-
ear square mass Regge-like trajectories were studied in [4], and 
shall be explored in the context of the CE.
The AdS5 space induces a continuum of eigenmodes, with 
discrete spectrum, dictated by the 1-dimensional (the extra-
dimension) quantum mechanical box analogue problem, with 
boundary conditions at a ﬁnite IR cut-off. In fact, a Kaluza–
Klein-type splitting of higher spin S > 2 string modes of the 
totally symmetric massive tensor ﬁelds ψN1 ...NS of rank S . Since 
these are the kinetic terms of higher spin ﬁelds in AdS5, with 
gauge invariance δψN1...NS = ∇(N1ξN2...NS ) [40], the action reads ∫
d5x
√−g [DMψN1...NS DMψN1...NS + M2ψN1...NSψN1...NS ]. Similarly, 
in the axial gauge in the dilaton-gravity background, it yields, as 
usual, the amplitudes ψn,S , which satisfy a Schrödinger equation[
−∂2z + V Q M(z)
]
ψn,S =m2n,Sψn,S , (19)
where the analogue SUSY quantum mechanical potential reads
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4
B ′2(z) − 1
2
B ′′(z), (20)
with B = (2S − 1) A + φ. This last condition is required as in the 
extended hard-wall model. The eigenvalues m2n,S are the squared 
meson mass spectrum of the gauge theory in the boundary, 
namely, the domain wall itself [4,8]. The Schrödinger equation 
yields, for a = 4, the UV regime limz→0 φ(z) = z2 [4,16,18,19].
The linear Regge trajectories can be, therefore, studied for 
highly excited meson states. The leading IR regime yields the 
whole normalizable discrete spectrum with mass gap, for a > 1
[36]. It is worth to emphasize that asymptotic values of the 
squared mass spectrum, corresponding to linear trajectories, fur-
ther require a = 2 in the IR dominant component (16) of the warp 
factor, in order to generate a harmonic IR potential. The trajecto-
ries yielded by Eq. (16) have the mass spectra proﬁle m2n ∝ σn, 
where σ denotes the QCD string tension. For higher spin mesons, 
the semiclassical rotating relativistic QCD string yields m2S ∝ σ S . 
Hence the gravity dual is modiﬁed in order that both regimes hold, 
namely, m2n = m2S ≡ m2n,S [4,36]. However, it can be further cor-
rected, to encompass the existing QCD data [7], by adopting
C(z) =
√
3+ 1
2S + √3− 1
z22QCD
e(1−zQCD) + 1 (21)
as the warp factor, which shall be the model to be explored here-
upon, in the context of the entropic information. A bottom-up
approach has already been proposed as to solve the gravity back-
ground with the above introduced wrap factor in a scenario that 
includes full back-reaction in the Einstein dilaton system [37]. Sup-
ported by the Einstein equations of the graviton coupling with 
a real scalar dilaton ﬁeld, a self-consistent framework is shown 
to the geometric background with black-hole for any given phe-
nomenological holographic model. In particular, the thermal QCD 
aspects have been considered to check how this warp factor works 
in realistic QCD. Even if the confronted Regge behaviors of the 
hadron spectrum are slightly deformed [22], those results ratify 
the relevance of the IR behavior as it is sensitive to low energy 
QCD, in particular, for the light meson spectrum [37]. In addition, 
in the context of ﬁtting the heavy quark potential confronted with 
several phenomenological models, and identifying the QCD beta 
function, a logarithmic correction term with an explicit IR cut-
off in the deformed AdS5 warp factor has been considered [38]. 
In spite of not containing all the geometry information to support 
heavy and light quarks, the warp factor from (21) has been demon-
strated to work ﬁne. In fact, a non-less realistic description of the 
meson mass spectrum with nearly universal Regge slopes has been 
achieved without any tuning of phenomenological parameters [19,
20].
In fact, the meson spectrum arising from Eqs. (19) and (20) was 
derived in Ref. [20], in both the UV (z → 0) and IR (z → ∞) limits 
of the V Q M(z) potential. The UV regime, for λ > 1, reads
V Q M(z) = z−2
(
a0 + a1z λ2 + a2zλ + · · ·
)
(22)
with coeﬃcients
a0 (S) = S2 − 1
4
,
a1 (S) = (3λ(λ + 1))1/2
(
S − λ
4
)
,
a2 (S) = λ
4
[
8S2 − 4(λ + 1)S + 5λ + 3
]
. (23)
For λ = 4, limz→0 φ(z) ∝ z2 [20]. On the other hand, linear trajec-
tories for highly excited meson states, in the large-Nc limit in the 
IR limit, yieldslim
z→∞ V Q M(z) =
λ2
4
(2S + √3− 1)2 z2λ−2. (24)
It is worth to notice that the coeﬃcient of Eq. (24) is related to 
the coeﬃcient in Eq. (21). Furthermore, in the UV limit, the cor-
responding metric is the AdS5 one. Nevertheless, for z  −1QCD it 
regards the conﬁning large-z asymptotics of Eq. (16), with a = 2. 
The associated dilaton ﬁeld and potential are then acquired, by 
numerically solving Eq. (13). This determines the potential of the 
Schrödinger associated equation, and the masses follow by solv-
ing the Schrödinger equation. In what follows the value QCD =
0.3 GeV shall be adopted [18–20]. The running gauge coupling can 
be implemented into Eq. (21), for z  −1QCD, inducing conﬁnement 
at large z [20].
In order to implement this setup into the dynamical AdS/QCD 
holographic model, and to deﬁne a further property related to 
mesons, for deﬁning the CE in AdS/QCD models, the (warped) en-
ergy density must be taken into account. Thereafter, the continuum 
limit of the collective coordinates, regarding Eq. (1), is deﬁned as 
the warped collective coordinates
(ω) = 1√
2π
∫
eiωz+2A(z)ρ(z)dz . (25)
For the dynamical AdS/QCD holographic model compatible with 
linear Regge trajectories and QCD data, Eqs. (1) and (5) yield the 
proﬁles for the normalized structure factor ratio depicted in Figs. 1
and 2, respectively associated with the IR and UV limits of Eq. (21).
Thus, Eq. (1) can be used to generate the normalized structure 
factor ratio in Eq. (2), in order to obtain the entropic proﬁle of 
the dynamical AdS/QCD holographic model. In fact, the conditional 
entropy is calculated for both the UV and IR limits and displayed 
in Figs. 3 and 4.
It is worth to emphasize that the CE for both UV and IR lim-
its, depicted in Figs. 3 and 4, has a very close value for S = 0 and 
S = 1. Clearly, the higher is the spin, the higher is the CE, showing 
an increasing conﬁgurational instability as the light-ﬂavor meson 
spin increases. Hence, the higher is the light-ﬂavor mesons spins, 
the more unpredictable is the information content of the system. 
In this scenario, light-ﬂavor mesons with lower spins are entrop-
ically more stable – and then more frequent in Nature – than 
higher spins mesonic states. It can explain the higher abundance 
of lower spin mesons in Nature, when compared to its higher spin 
counterparts [7,41]. One should indeed expect that the CE varies 
at different spins, since different modes start to be active, for dif-
ferent spins. In particular, for lower spins, when the average ﬁeld 
distribution is dominated by a few long-wavelength modes, one 
should expect the CE to be lower.
As ﬁnal remarks, in Ref. [22], the deformed Dp–Dq soft-wall 
model was employed in the context of type II superstring theory. 
From the asymptotically AdS5 metric (D3 system), and the Sakai–
Sugimoto model (D4–D8 system), the Dp–Dq system was analysed 
and shown to not describe linear trajectories of mesons. In this 
context, a deformed Dp–Dq soft-wall model in QCD was deﬁned 
[22]:
A(z) = −a0 lnz, φ(z) = d0 ln z + c2z2 .
The effective 5D action for higher spin mesons described by tensor 
ﬁelds as the one before Eq. (19). Moreover, the deﬁning solution of 
the function B = (2S − 1) A + φ, placed after Eq. (20), can take a 
slightly more general form
B = φ − k(2 S − 1)A = φ + c0(2 S − 1)lnz. (26)
The function B(z) similarly approaches logarithmically asymptotic 
at the UV limit, and asymptotes z2, in the IR regime. The parameter 
k depends upon the induced metric of the Dq brane, reading k
112 A.E. Bernardini, R. da Rocha / Physics Letters B 762 (2016) 107–115Fig. 1. Normalized structure factor ratio for the IR regime of the dynamical AdS/QCD holographic model, with warp factor compatible with linear Regge trajectories (21), for 
S = 0 (top left panel); S = 1 (top right panel); S = 2 (middle left panel); S = 3 (middle right panel); S = 4 (bottom left panel); S = 5 (bottom right panel).reads [22] k = − (p−3)(q−5)+47−p , where c0 = ka0 = − (p−3)(q−5)+42(p−5) . The 
parameters of the D4–D8 system are p = 4, q = 8, implying that 
k = 7/3, a0 = 3/2, c0 = 7/2, d0 = −3/2 and the curvature R ∼
1/geffective = 16z2√π , as in Table III of [22]. They are here adopted 
to plot the graphic.
It is worth to emphasize that Figs. 5 and 6 show that such 
kind of reﬁnements do not alter the qualitative proﬁle of Figs. 3
and 4. Still, it provides a quantitative tool for deriving the stabil-
ity of mesonic states, that can be reﬁned to encompass any kind 
of reﬁnement. In fact, the D4–D8 system setup reﬁnes the results 
in Figs. 3 and 4 in around 6%, for spin S = 12 (in the IR limit), 
whereas around 7% for spin S = 12 (in the UV limit). Other mod-
els have similar corrections, however all models in Table III [22]
can provide a maximum correction of ∼ 10%, irrespective of the 
meson spin, up to S = 15.
4. Concluding remarks and outlook
The entropic information driven by the CE has been here stud-
ied in the dynamical AdS/QCD holographic model, realized by the solutions of the 5D Einstein-dilaton system that serves a dual back-
ground, for holographic QCD. Our main result encodes a relation-
ship between mesons with lower spins, compared with higher spin 
excited mesonic states, based upon the entropic information asso-
ciated with the light-ﬂavor mesonic system. This is corroborated 
by the analysis of the CE, calculated for the dynamical AdS/QCD 
holographic model, in the regime that is compatible with linear 
Regge trajectories, dictated by the warp factor (21). Our results, re-
garding the entropic information devised by the CE, are depicted 
in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively for the UV and IR limits. Further-
more, the normalized structure factor ratios in Figs. 1 and 2 evince 
interesting proﬁles, ﬁrstly noticed here, among the existing litera-
ture reporting the CE paradigm. Better ordered models, from the 
informational point of view, are related to the ones with lower 
spins, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In conformal coordinates, the 
ﬁeld equations for the soft wall model are led to a 1-dimensional 
Schrödinger equation. Hence regarding the bulk extra dimension, 
the problem is reduced to the analysis of a potential in standard 
quantum mechanics, wherein the system is well known to tend to 
the ground state.
A.E. Bernardini, R. da Rocha / Physics Letters B 762 (2016) 107–115 113Fig. 2. Normalized structure factor ratio for the UV limit of the dynamical AdS/QCD holographic model, with warp factor compatible with linear Regge trajectories (21), for 
S = 0 (top left panel); S = 1 (top right panel); S = 2 (middle left panel); S = 3 (middle right panel); S = 4 (bottom left panel); S = 5 (bottom right panel).To determine the energy density in Eq. (14), the higher spin S
mesons contributions, due to large Nc suppression, was not con-
sidered. When S becomes very high, the energy density will get 
the comparable contribution from higher spin mesons. In fact, by 
following Subsection 24.3 of [40], we present the resulting com-
putations with those corrections, encoding in the ﬁgure below the 
results.
Since the corresponding beta function is deﬁned perturbatively 
in the UV regime, Eq. (24.38) of [40], we illustrate this regime in 
Fig. 7. In the model that regards Regge trajectories, corrected in the 
light of the QCD data [4,7], it has been identiﬁed a positive cor-
respondence the increasing of light-ﬂavor meson spin values and 
increasing values the corresponding CE. Hence, each point of the 
graphics in Figs. 3 and 4 corresponds to a distinct mesonic particle 
spin. It implies that light-ﬂavor mesons with very high spins, al-
though not forbidden, by conﬁgurational entropic reasons, are very 
rare to be either produced or observed. In fact, in Table 1, one no-
tices the CE for some values of spins of light-ﬂavor mesons:
For instance, the CE for S = 30 is Sc ∼ 2.28538 × 1010, what 
makes a light-ﬂavor meson of spin S = 30 a conﬁgurationally un-
stable system with extremely high CE. This system has a huge Fig. 3. Conditional entropy (CE) as a function of the light-ﬂavor meson spin, in the 
dynamical AdS/QCD holographic model, for the IR limit (here one adopted the no-
tation CE(S) as to not confuse the spin (S) with the CE (Sc)).
entropic information content, what makes it to be practically im-
possible to be measured, detected or observed. If produced, the CE 
provides a quantitative apparatus to study the instability of high 
114 A.E. Bernardini, R. da Rocha / Physics Letters B 762 (2016) 107–115Fig. 4. Conditional entropy (CE) as a function of the light ﬂavor meson spin S , in the 
AdS/QCD holographic model, for the UV limit (here one adopted the notation CE(S) 
as to not confuse the spin (S) with the CE (Sc)).
Fig. 5. Conditional entropy (CE) as a function of the light-ﬂavor meson spin, for 
the IR limit. The bullets depict Fig. 3 for the D3 system corresponding to the AdS 
metric, whereas the squares depict the D4 −D8 system, when p = 4, q = 8, k = 7/3, 
a0 = 3/2, c0 = 7/2, d0 = −3/2.
Fig. 6. Conditional entropy (CE) as a function of the light-ﬂavor meson spin, for 
the UV limit. The bullets depict Fig. 4 for the D3 system corresponding to the AdS 
metric, whereas the squares depict the D4 −D8 system, when p = 4, q = 8, k = 7/3, 
a0 = 3/2, c0 = 7/2, d0 = −3/2.
spin light-ﬂavor mesons. Our results reinforce the outstanding use-
fulness of the CE framework, in particular, to analyse the conﬁgu-
rational stability of physical systems. It consists into a pragmatic 
tool for experimental physicists to test the feasibility of potentially 
obtainable (QCD) data. This setup can be applied, moreover, to an 
extended range of particles.
As the light ﬂavor meson family has become increasingly abun-
dant, the conditional entropy is closely related to the widths of 
observed high-spin states resonances, for spins S = 3, 4, 5, 6, as 
can be checked in Table I of Ref. [42]. Although more than twenty Fig. 7. Conditional entropy (CE) as a function of the light-ﬂavor meson spin, for the 
UV limit. The bullets depict Fig. 3 in our paper and the squares represent the large 
Nc suppression.
Table 1
CE for some values of spins of light-ﬂa-
vor mesons.
Spin (S) CE
10 5.327× 101
15 8.43348× 104
20 6.26165× 106
25 2.00055× 108
30 2.28538× 1010
high-spin states are listed in [41], their properties are not currently 
well established. Therefore, the conditional entropy can work to 
determine how to categorize these high-spin states into meson 
families, shedding further light in the meson classiﬁcation, since 
the experimental information of these high-spin states is not abun-
dant.
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